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A word to the wise is sufficient.
The Spectator announces that it
will support no particular candidate for the coming student election of president for next year, but
we have several spaces open for
advertising and It might help influence the Spectator staff if all
those running were to insert an
ad. In fact, we assure a generous
write up for each candidate in
proportion to the size of the political donation. No personal contribution for the private use of the
staff will be turned down. Right
this way, men, slap down your dollar bills.

Edwin J. McCullough

Ed McCullough
Wins Cup
"lunchroom" For Loyalty

Bob Richards and Bob Simmons
were having a friendly
fight on the side stairs. Wadded
paper was flying, bags were collidbodies, and
ing with thuds against
apinnocent
An
happened.
then it
ple core from one of the partisan
bystanders konked with a hollow
sound on Richards' unsuspecting
head. All observers guffawed except the victim who stood with
mouth agape, and the blushing
Ellen McHugh. At first Richards
was resolved to have revenge and
to take the affair into action, but
when he discovered who the attacker was, well, he was just flabbergasted.
Longacres has come to Seattle
college. Or if you wish to be more

elite, make it Santa Anita. At least
the racing atmosphere is around
with Peggy Moriarity blossoming
out in a naive jockey cap. Looking
100 per cent like a jockey, except
for the horse being mysteriously
absent, and likewise the usual accompanying plug of tobacco in the
mouth, Peg looks like she could
take any handicap from a steeplechase to the Kentucky derby.
Where's your thoroughbred, Peg,
get on your high horse.

"

♥
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Joe McMurray may be seen shuffling along the halls, grumbling to
himself, these days. The reason?
Richards, termed a leech by Miss
Doherty, is broke and has refused
to give Joe the 7%c awarded him
by the Court of the Gavel in which
Richards was sued for that amount
by McMurray. Joe was relying on
this award to help defray the expenses of taking some pretty queen
to the dance. Too bad, Joe, that
you didn't see the informal and
that you had to break the date. As
well,
for that piker, Richards
he was there.

.. .

While we are on the subject of
the dance, there is a mystery
abroad. Jim Flajole, mind you this
is what he said, started off to the
dance, picked up his girl, and then
took up his way again. Did he get
there? He doesn't know. How did
he spend the evening? A puzzle.
What time did he get in? Still a
puzzle. Did he get in? Well, he
didn't know, but at least he was
home the next morning. It could
have been that he never left, but
doubtful witnesses say he did. Anyone knowing of his whereabouts
please telephone Jim directly. Jim
has announced that he will pay a
generous reward not to make any
knowledge of his evening public.

"

«

"

Naragi Awarded

Paul Narigi, freshman, was presented the president's trophy as
an award for being the best speaker
in the intramural debate finals held
at Providence Auditorium last
bated the affirmative, and the jurepresenting the freshman class,
defeated the junior team of Tom
Gable and Tom Delaney. The winners will have their names inscribed on a permanent plaque to
be placed in the library at school
to which the names of future winners will be added. The silver cup
will remain in the permanent possession of Narigi. A cup is awarded
each year by the President of the
College.

Question Debated

SMILING THROUGH
MAY, sth and 6th
Drama Guild
Promises Best
Production
Soft music plays suggestively In
the background, the lights dim, and
the curtains part on a beautiful
scene of the year 1860. It is an old
English garden on a warm Spring
afternoon. Two elderly gentlemen,
John Carteret and Dr. Owen HardIng, played by Charles Weil and
James Scanlon, are indulging in
their favorite pastime of dominoes.
John, lulled to sleep by the gentle
breeze, nods his head in the sunshine. Owen, impatient to be on
with the game, wakes him with a
start, and the first act of "Smilin'

The question for discussion was:
Edwin McCullough was elected
states
as winner of the loyalty cup, it was "Resolved: That the several
system
a
uni-cameral
adopt
should
the
announced from the office of
legislation." The freshmen dedean today. Ed is the student body of
Paul Narigi and Don Steele,
night.
has
atcollege,
president of the
on
the negative.
tended here four years, and has niors
teams were picked from Through" begins.
The
two
in
the
busivery
been
prominent
Quickly the action
a
robin
of preliminary deround
ness end of the annual last year

and this year. He also has taken
an active part in arrangements for
various dances held by the school
throughout his career here, and was
outstanding In the support of all
school functions. He will graduate
this year.
The election was held Friday
morning, April 22, in which all students were eligible to vote. McCullough polled a three to one ratio
of votes to win the competition.
There were no preliminary nominations held for the honor.
Frances Sullivan was voted as
runner up in the contest. She is
the prominent president of the
women students and has attended
the college for two years. She will
also graduate this year.
The loyalty cup is an annual presentation by the president of Seattle college to the person judged
by the students, with the cooperation of the faculty and the alumni
association, as possessing the most
active school spirit. It is- a silver
cup engraved with the winner's
name. It will be presented to Edwin
McCullough June 2 at the commencement exercises.

Marx Plans

Grad Exercises
A fitting farewell to the departing seniors on Graduation night is
planned by William Marx and those
working with him on Commencement plans. The event is scheduled
for the evening of June 2, probably at Providence auditorium.
Student speakers for the senior
class have been announced by the
faculty to be Joseph Phillips and
Francis Sullivan, both philosophy
majors. Phillips will speak on
"Academic Freedom," and Miss
Sullivan's topic is the "Formation
of a Character According to the
Catholic Philosophy of Life."
Marx asks all the seniors to get
In touch with him soon to order
their invitations and personal cards,
as well as be measured for their
caps and gowns.
As yet no announcements have
been made regarding honored
guests and speakers, these points
still being worked on by the com,
mittee.

Jane Doherty

Don Steele has been definitely
desperate. For the past week he
has been canvassing the whole
Wednesday, April 27, was Interlower end of the business district, national Peace day. Jane Doherty,
Including scores of hock shops to president of the college relations
see if he could Jew down the club was Invited to be the guest
hooked-nose clerk for a stuffed of Seattle Pacific College for a
shirt here and a monkey jacket luncheon at which Dr. Hiltner
there so as to assemble a hetero- spoke to a group of college leaders
geneous tuxedo for a price lower in such work.
than the four dollars asked at all
At present a program committee
the licit shops. But to no avail, composed of Mary Martha O'Brien,
for everywhere Don got the same Betty Curreii'and Frances Sullivan
answer, "To mine own fadder I is drawing up a program to guide
could not sell it so cheap." In spite the activities of the group next
of this, Don kept on practicing his year. The next meeting will be held
speech for the intramural debate, In May. The plans are to makethla
threatening to appear in his red meeting the best of the year. Miss
striped pajamas if nothing else Doherty hopes to have a member
turned up.
of the communist party talk on
International Peace.
(Continued on page four)

SPC SchoolGuest

builds up.
to
discover
his
John
heartbroken
is
bates held within the various
young ward, Kathleen
beloved
representing
juThe
teams
classes.
nior, sophomore and freshmen Dungannon, Betty Williams, inlove
Wayne,
classes then debated from which with the son of Jeremiah
Sternly
he
forbids
enemy.
his
hated
these two teams were chosen for
Kenneth, Frank Elliot,
her
to
see
represenfinals.
No
senior
class
the
and orders the boy out of his house
tatives were entered.
desolate, and
The judges for the affair were forever. Kathleen is
her, John tells her of
to
console
Beezer,
attorney, P. O. D.
Arnold
fifty
Vedova, attorney, and Professor his own unhappy romance
years
before.
College.
Paul McLane of Seattle
We come to the second act and
Angelo Magnano, president of the
the same garden, but decorated
see
Gavel club was the chairman of
night
the event. Only a small crowd wit- as if for a wedding. It is the
beautiful
Moonyoung
John
and
his
nessed the debate. Anne McKinnon
yeen Clare, Mary Buchanan, are to
acted in the capacity of timer.
be
married. Invading the happy
The debate commenced at 8:15
and was finished at 10:00. Twelve grounds comes drunken Jeremiah
minutes were alloted for the pre- Wayne, a rival suitor for Moonand,
sentation of the positive matter, and yeuA'g -hanJ. He calls Tor her
change her
her
to
begging
after
the
rebuttal.
Don
five minutes for
Steele opened the debate for the mind, leaves. John comes in and
affirmative and Tom Gable was the finds Moonyean crying. He consoles
her in a beautiful scene of gay
first speaker for the negative.
young love. But the maddened Jeremiah comes back in a frenzy of
tharted rage. Pulling out a revolver
he aims it at John and fires. Too
(Continued on page four)

Informal Success
Says Chairman

A considerable profit was realized
from the annual Spring Informal,
held at Sand Point Golf and
Country Club last Friday evening,
April 22. Considering the expense
necessarily entailed, thin is a favorable balance. Although It will not
swell the school treasury it will
help towards the expenses of the
coming Junior Prom.
Tommy Thomas' eight-piece orchestra contributed the romantic
waltzes enjoyed by all. To carry
out the spring motive, cherry and
dogwwood blossoms decorated the
walls and doorways. Colored spotlights shone through the glittering
stars hanging above the gliding
dancers.
The feature event of the evening
was a prize waltz won by Emmet
Egan and his partner. The prize
was a ticket to the Junior Prom.
Both Jane Doherty and John
Peter were pleased to hear that all
enjoyed themselves and that there
was such a large crowd. When
asked about the romantic side of
the dance, Jane Doherty said,
"Well, I know that there wasn't
any moon because Ilooked."
The elections will take place the
following Friday, May 13. The
elected officers shall assume their
duties at the first meeting following their election.

Spectator Will
Sponsor Mixer
The Spectator staff announces
that It will put on its last dance
of the year at the K. of C. hall,
Friday, May 13, at 10:00 p. m. There
will be no motif running through
the dance.
By popular request, "the Evening
Stars" orchestra will play the latest awing and jazz pieces
The admission will be twenty-five
cents. All students are invited to
attend and to have a good time
that evening.

Student Body
Nominations
Nominations for student body officers for the coming year of 19381939 will be held next Friday, May
6, at the K. of C. hall. Positions
open for candidates are those of
the president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and sergeant-atarms. Nominations will also be
opened for the Advisory board.
Three members will be elected from
each of the junior, sophomore, and
freshman classes to serve next
year.
The candidate for the presidency
must be a male student with 110
college credits at the commencement of the quarter in which the
regular annual election is held, and
shall have the intention of graduating the following spring. He must
have been an active member of the
association for at least one scholastic year preceding the election.
The offices of vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and sergeant-atarms shall be open to members of
all classes who are registered students carrying at least six hours
of class, and who have been active
members of the Association during
at least two quarters preceding the
election. These four officers are also
ex-officio members of the Advisory
board. No member of any elective
office can hold two such positions.

Mendel Club
Hears
Talk enlightening
Interesting

An
and
talk was tfiven at the meeting last
evening of the Mendel club by Dr.
Nelson, an interne at Providence
Hospital. Those attending heard
him speak on the pathological conditions caused by cancer. Considering the fact that cancer Is a popular subject of the day, the talk
was very appropriate.

Guide
Time: 8:15 p. m.
Place: Providence Hospital
Auditorium
Admission: Adults 50c, Students,
25c
Cast:
Charles Weil
John Carteret
Or. Owen Harding J. Scanlon
Kathleen Dungannon
Betty Williams
Kenneth Wayne,
F. Elliott
Jeremiah Wayne
Moonyeen Clare Mary Buchanan
Willie Ainley
Michael Siemion
Janet Granger
Mary Clare
Ellen McHugh
Ellen
Charles Bras
Director
Advisor Adolph Bischoff, S. J.
Joseph Russell,
Production
Wililam Thoreson
Lisle Macdonald
Costumes
Electrician
John Power
Scene 1: English garden, 1914,
afternoon
Scene 2: Same garden, 1864,
night
Scene 3: Same garden, 1918,

—

_

night

"False Rumor"
SaysMr. Carroll
The Rev. Clifford Carroll, S. J.,
nounced that he repkonmshrdlm
moderator of the debaters, announced that he repudiates entirely
an article appearing in the April
25 edition of the Seattle Dally
Times. The item avered that the
college debate team would meet
three debaters from Gonz&ga university in Seattle the night of May
6. Mr. Carroll said that he knew
nothing of the coming debate, and
that he had made absolutely no
plans with Gonzaga for any such
debate.

"Aegis" Staff
Prints May 13
May 13 has been set as the ten-

tative date for the publication of
the Aegis. At present the work is
progressing very well. Most of the
copy has been sent to the printers,
and the rest will be finished in the
immediate future. The pictures
have all been taken, and many
have been mounted and sent to the
engravers.
Snapshots are still coming in and
all further contributors are asked
to turn theirs in at once or they
will not be used. So far Theresa
Croteau has handed in the best
group of four and is the first claimant of the two dollars offered by
the Aegis staff for the best series
of snapshots.
Subscriptions for the Aegis are
selling slowly. There are still 75
more books available at two dollars apiece, one dollar down, and
one dollar when delivered. When
these are gone there will be no
opportunity to purchase one, because according to the contract
only a certain number are being
printed. Ad Smith urges all prospective buyers to see him before
It is too late.
$425 have been taken In, in advertising and a balance of $125 is
required before the publication can
possibly be out of the red. All who
know of any likely advertisers are
requested to get In contact with
Bill Berard immediately.
John Peter, editor of the yearbook, announces that it will be an
unsurpassed and unique annual
with the milk white cover, as well
as the novelly planned arrangements of the photography, art
work, and copy.

Exciting Action
Rules Plot In
College Play
Thursday and Friday, May 5 and

been set as the dates for the
Seattle College drama guild's production of the famous play, "Smilin' Through."
Beautiful Sets
Under the skilled hands of Bill
Thoreson and Joe Russell, the little
old-fashioned house and garden
which serve as the scene of the
"Smilin' Through" action are rapidly nearing completion. Russell and
Thoreson have worked busily a-day
fashioning a romantic setting for
the beautiful love-story of Moonyeen and John (better known as
Mary Buchanan and Charles Weil).
Next Thursday and Friday, the
parted curtains will reveal the
finest setting ever constructed for
a Drama Guild production: a tiny
cottage, green grass, flowers, and
a wall with garden gate. Here,
in this idyllic setting, the story of
"Smilin' Through" unfolds.
Authentic Costumes
Against this background, Mary
Buchanan and Janet Granger will
stroll in beautiful organdy hoopskirts, reminiscent of earlier fashions; while Betty Williams and
Ellen McHugh will be garbed in
the very modern style of 1914.
Frank Elliott, Jim Scanlon, Chuck
Weil, and Mike Siemion will play
their parts in trousers and ruffled
'ablets' in vogue sixty years ago.
These authentic costumes are the
work of Lisle Macdonald and her
very generous mother.
Support Asked
In view of the painstaking preparations for the success of "Smilin' Through," Mr. Bischoff yesterday stated that he "hoped every
College student would co-operate
in making the play a financial success by buying and selling tickets."
To facilitate ticket sales, Mr. Bischoff mailed four tickets to each of
at least two hundred tickets? He
expressed the home that every student would sell at least these four
tickets.
6, have

"Oral Exams,"

Debate Topic
Of special interest to seniors and
seniors-to-be is the announcement
that at the coming meeting of the
Gavel Club, a discussion will be
held concerning the continuance of
the oral examinations for aspiring
graduates. The meeting will be held
Wednesday evening, May 4, at the
College.

Arguments will center around the
proposal, "Resolved: That oral ex-

aminations for seniors should be
abolished!"
Helen Carey and Gene Maruca
will uphold the proposition, whereas Louis Haven and Maurice
O'Brien will oppose it.
At this meeting also, plans for
the Gavel Club's annual picnic will
be discussed. Those making arrangements for the picnic
are
Gene Maruca, Alice McKenzie,
Frank Hayes, and Angelo Magnano. The affair is tentatively
scheduled for May 26.

Coed Committee
Plans Tea
Completing plans for the A. W.
S. S. C. Tea are the committee
chairmen for the affair which is
to be held May 12. Frances Sullivan is the general chairman and
under her are Iris Logan, hostess
icmuiiittee; Rosanne Flynn, serving committee; Mary Powers, refreshment committee; Jean Ryan,
decoration committee; and Agnes
Valiquette, Invitation committee.
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Mother's Day

Romance "Smiles Thru"

Student
Observer

A Man's a Man

For A' That

"Wisconsin's La Follette

Has Erroneous Views
On Work Relief," Says Ob.

Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin
laid responsibility for the present
business decline at the door of the
New Deal recently, by asserting
that because of its policy of prematurely laying off men from its
work relief program, the national
administration caused the process
of recovery to halt midway in its
development. The Senator believes
that had a well-integrated program
been carried on, we should have
continued toward prosperity without experiencing the present setback.
Forced Labor
It is interesting to conjecture upon what the Senator means by awell-integrated program. Surely he
does not mean that a certain part
of the working population must
forever be confined to
what
amounts to forced labor so that the
rest of the national economy may
continue toward prosperity.
Even national prosperity is too
high a price to pay for the forced
labor of even a few of the working
population, for forced labor borders
upon slavery, and it* is quite possible that it would increase to such
an extent as to color the whole of
society with the taint of a servile
institution. We would then have
passed from a free state to a slave
state, in spite' of our democratic
constitutions. Theerefore, it is highly desirable that industry cooperate
with government in placing all able
bodied men in industry under favorable conditions. Undoubtedly this
is what the Senator meant together
with the fact that the men on the
work program should not have been
laid off until industry was better
able to assume the load.

throughout the
Definite Change
Sunday, May 8, will be celebrated
apparent truth is, therefore,
conThe
All
of
us
are
day.
as
Mother's
country
entire
the first the administrascious, in some measure, of our debt to our that from
interests, tion has regarded the economic sitmother, but absence from home or outside
(Continued on page four)
sometimes makes us forgetful.
anSo It Is that this second Sunday of May is
nually set aside to remind us of our filial duty and
to give us an opportunity to show our love and

devotion. A love and devotion that is well earned!
"For the hand that rocks the cradle is the hand
that rules the world." Whatever we are, whatever
we may be, we owe to our mother.
Unlike growing numbers of misguided American
women who cowardly shirk their god-given privilege,
she has bravely gone down into the valley of
death that we might have life.
And now that we have taken on a man's status,
it is often her faith and confidence that is our
only sustaining prop in a cruel, challenging world.
She has done so much for us. Let's try to pay her
back a little, while we still have her with us. There
is nobody like our mother, and we have only one.

Student Body Elections
Soon the student body elections will be upon us.
And, with them, will come the usual political hullabulloo about what so and so promises to do for
Seattle College.
Platform after platform will be hurled at us.
Smiles, handshakes, and maybe even cigars will
be liberally bestowed by the aspiring candidates.
But remember, it isn't so much what a man says
that counts, it's what he is. If the candidate claims
he has been a loyal supporter of student activities,
check up and see whether he has or not.
Think for yourself! Don't put a "phonograph" or
a loafer into office just because he tells you to.
And don't adopt a "who cares" attitude. More
harm is accomplished by indifference than through
any other source. Student body officers are important. They are the leaders of Seattle College, your
leaders. If you love your school, if you want it to
progress, think twice before you vote.

LoyaltyCup
In student body elections, care is taken to prevent
candidates from lingering near the polls, lest their
presence Influence the minds of those about to
vote. Quite different, however, is the election of
the loyalty cup winner, where the most likely candidate acts as all the election officials rolled into one.
When, without warning, and preceded only by a
vague notice in the paper, the student body president descends upon the various classes announces
that they are to vote for the loyalty cup winner and
passes out the ballot expecting immediate return,
what other candidate is apt to present itself to the
surprised minds of the students.
No criticism is here directed against the winner
of the cup this year, or any other year, but merely
against the system of balloting.
One remedy would be to have the ballot handled
by an impartial person, a member of the faculty or
a student who is not a likely candidate. But many
also objected to signing their name to their vote.
Why not merely set up a table and ballot box in
the lower corridor and have the names of the students checked off as they vote. Thus all students
would have access to a secret ballot.

STUDENT
PRINTS

As the Spring sunshine daily
filters through the windows in
room 32 catching the lunch-time
trio in action, we find Fritz Sexton
perched precariously on the window sill devouring his mid-day repast and wondering which of the
crowd below should be the victim
of his apple core. Fritz, a junior,
of slight stature and fair complexion, journies in every morning
from West Seattle. Next to studying, his main pastime was skiing,
till some old meanie pilfered his
trusty skiis from Mount Rainier
about a month ago. But our enthusiast hasn't given up yet. He
has his detective on the trail, and
sooner or later, the culprit will be
overtaken and Fritz will continue
*
his skiing.
A successful escape from Walla
Walla was registered by Al Plachta
(No. 14530) a freshman studying
pre-medics with the intention of
taking up pharmacy. Al has not
lived in the West all of his life but
graduated from high school in
North Dakota and spent a year in
the Assumption Abbey, Richardton,
North Dakota, a Benedictine seminary. Al says he is a philatelist
but don't hold that against him
at least not until you know what

"

Correction: Last issue Maurice O'Brien was named
as a founder of a lunch time discussion group. It
should have been Maurice Sullivan, who was quite

huffy about the whole matter. Not to mention how
Mr. O'Brien was.
*

Before this next item, we wish to explain our
stand. Now we're not stuffy as far as Women's suf-

frage goes and all that sort of thing, and we have

no personal issue to air, but it's high time, hightime.

About Miss Jane Doherty, we mean. Now, she's a
model student, girl, and all that, but when she becomes a lawyer-ess, it's (as we said) high time. If
you've ever attended a debate in which Miss Doherty
participated, you know what we mean.
Gifted with facile use of sly rhetoric, she not only
misuses this power in cowing opponents, but will
stop at nothing to gain the upper hand. On a
memorable occasion she even falsified scripture
to win the contest. So it was to be expected when
she won the Gavel club's trial as counsel for the
plaintiff, Joe McMurray. Equally to be expected was
the fact that the documents that won the case were
flagrant forgeries. (Yes!)
But you should see Mr. McMurray. You'd

Scribe Unveils

'

—

on

page four)

—

The pen is

empty

and the ink is

gone.

My words are like dried husks
Rattling in a wind of nothingness

No thought creeps up to meet
My wild and craven beckoning.
The pen is empty and the ink is
gone.

Last night a star knocked at my
window,
But Islept.
Tonight the star turned from my
window,
And so Iwept.

*

Mystery of the week. Miss Helen Carey is the
possessor of the little quandary this time, spending
a good deal of her time in it lately. It seems Louis
Sauvain called her "one punch." Not that she's
particularly Indignant, but mighty puzzled. Lou remains adamant, won't explain, just leers and repeats
the appellation. Miss C. is eaten up with curiosity
and please, would anybody what knows the answer
explain?

*

"

*

Tony Daigle recently vowed German class members by appearing with his hair neatly parted down
the middle, a style which is funny If you even know
Tony, without having seen him so arrayed. Tuesday
he was about to get into his automobile (remind
us to say something about that vehicle sometime)
when he spied a yellow slip clipped under the swipe.
Hastily he scurried around to get the slip, fearing
the worst. It read, "Special today, get a $3.00 Marcel
FREE. Tony is still trying to figure things. "I
wonder," says he, "do you think it was really free?"

Jiving
With the Jitter-Bugs
Next star attraction at the Trianon ia Roger Pryor
Pryor is the husband of
and his orchestra
Billy McDonald still
Ann Sothern, screen star
popular with the regular Trianon patrons
Del Milne and his band giving forth nightly from
For a
Broadcasts over KIRO
the Ranch
musical program that is tops listen to Kay Kyser's
Tommy Thomas
College of Musical Knowledge
was all that was expected of him at the Spring
Informal
New local band fast gaining popularity is the Debutantes, an all-girl combination
Musical Tid-Bits
Latest drummer to form his own band is Skinny
Ennis, former skin-beater and vocalist with Hal
Kemp . Top six bands in a recent poll conducted
by 'Down Beat" were: 1. Benny Goodman; 2. Tommy
Dorsey; 3. Glen Gray; 4. Hal Kemp; 5. Duke Ellington; 6. Bob Crosby. Tommy Dorsey has formed
a second orchestra composed of winners in his
amateur contests
Gene Krupa's new band
opened Easter week at the Steel Pier in Atlantic
Tommy Dorsey was recently cut off the
City
air for swinging "Loch Lommond," supposedly
George Hall and his orchestra
"sacred" tune
are now in their seventh year at the Hotel Taft in
New Yorkk
Columbia's Saturday Night Swing
Club broadcasts its hundredth session April 30
Ray Noble plans to front a Canadian band in England
A group of the nation's foremost saxophonists have filed incorporation papers for something known as the Saxophone Society of America
The organization, including horn-tooter J. Dorsey,
Kemp, Vallee, Mayhew and Stabile, has its avowed
purpose: "To restore the saxophone's dignity and
eliminate the slander and approbium presently concommitant on its use."
Freddy Martin goes
into the Coast's Cocoanut Grove shortly . . The
waltz is staging a three-quarter time comeback with
the help of Rudy Newwman's Waltz Nights at the
Rainbow Room (which proves that Seattle College
was correct in having waltz-time for a theme at
its Spring Informal)
'Nuff said.
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Borrowed or Stolen
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By Ll»«e Maedonald
With spring definitely here and
summer well on the way, it was a
great surprise for me to discover j
Reviewer Commends
a certain, harrowing fact. You will |
Seattle Prep for
it
not believe it Icouldn't believe
Hi-Jinx
Production
either until I actually did some j
interviewing and discovered it to i
be true.
Seattle Preparatory School is to
For your edification Ipresent the be commended on their annual "Hiawful truth: There are in our midst Jinx" presented April 20 and 21.
a number of seniors who have not c The "Hl-Jinx" is a production put
yet begun their theses! Do Ihear on by the students of the Prep
a multitude of gasps? You may school, a series of individual acts,
well gasp, my friends, and gasp everything from blackouts to short
again when you hear that among plays.
these shameless procrastinators apThis year's presentation is a
pear sucn**\llustrious names as Jane very good example of what may
Doherty, Luclle Regimbal, and be done by a high school, with a
Richard Lyons.
little natural talent and very limAre you still with me, or have ited facilities. Most outstanding,
you fainted? What Iwish to say perhaps, were: Jimmy Johnson, as
is this: It seems to me that seniors Mandrake, whose magic act was
should always endeavor to be an distinctly above the high-school avexample to the rest of us. They erage, and well worth seeing; The
should be the shining lights in the Seattle Prep band, notably one Judcollegiate firmament and we should son, the drummer; and those colbe able to say to the little Fresh- ossal kids, the Bachelor Trio, Leo
men who gather around our knee, Panatoni, Jay Pape and Tommy
"Children, always do as the seniors
Ryan. The last mentioned, the
do. Follow them in thought, word, Bachelor Trio, is an exceptionally
and deed." And the little Freshies good singing act. The three boys
should be able to lisp back, "Yeth use no accompaniment, other than
we thurely will."
a ukelele strummed by the capable
But Iask you, what would hap- fingers of T. Ryan, and a small
pen to our school if we followed slappy drum, equally well slapped
the example of these seniors? Why, by Jay Pape. The trio brought down
pandemonium would result! The the house, in whistling and cheers.
faculty would be throwing students They took three encores and could
out so fast that they would be have taken a couple more. Their
bowling over college prospects on best number,
to the minds of the
their way in. Why, in about one audience, was "Mama Don't 'Low
quarter the halls of Seattle College No Music Played In Here."
would be absolutely devoid of life.
However, we have always with
Dust and the moth would Inherit us the proverbial "fly in the ointeverything! Why (just a minute; ment," this time represented by a
someone wants to speak to me.) little skit entitled "Romeo and
What! Three seniors are outside Juliet." Although having a pretty
asking for me? Well I— Well I— fair sense of comedy, the boys aiListen, tell them I've gone to Si- libbed
several lines which should
beria—or
wait— better make it have been cut. But enough for
Madagascar. No, don't bother about that, on the whole the "Hi-Jinx"
the door. I'll take the window. So was a credit to the Prep and very
long!
done
well
11 done.

—

think

HE lost the case. Not only has he been unable to
collect the. award of the court, but he is also plagued
by Miss Doherty screaming for her fee. Even on
the night of the trial he had to feed her ice cream,
hardly even having time to receive congratulations
as she pulled him out the door. She threatens to
sue for libel and promised dire things. But we
seen our duty and we done it. Public opinion will
do the rest.

Play
Parade

Senior Scandal

—
—

(Continued

"

"

Note to Ed McNiece and Jack Miller: At one meal, Graceland College's
211 students eat 100 pounds of potatoes, 70 pounds of meat, 30 pounds
of potatoia, 70 pounds of meat, 30 pounds of green beans. Wonder
what the liill of fare would be if these two boys were registered there.
Daffy-nitions:
Swing: What you do and then you get swung
Foyer: Two and two.

Subside: Underneath
Tooth: Stranger than fiction
Persecute: Ain't Ithough.
And two pomes above the college average for daffiness:
Don't cry, little frosh, don't cry,
You'll be a smart senior by and by.
Answer: That's why I'm crying, you big ham,
To think I'll be just like you am.

— Columbia Log.

Mary h>i-' a little slam
For e.«s«y one and so
The leaves of her engagement book
Were always white as snow.

—

Fordham Ram.

.
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STUDENT THEMES
Joe McMurray
McMurra'

"Talking to Myself."
"Out in the Cold Again."
"Sleep"
Nj|pcy Stewart...."He's Tall, He's Tan, He's Terrific"
„
Kmmet Lenihan
"Lost in a Fog"
Louie Souvaln
"Let's Pitch a Little Woo."
Helen McLendon ."I Want to be in Winchell's Col."
Paul Narigl
"A Study In Brown."
Charles West
"Josephine."
"Where Are You?"
Betty Williams
Ed McCullough_
"Alice Blue Gown"
Dan Corrigan
"All of Me."
„
„
"My Buddy"
M ary Buchanan

Bill McClellan
Jack Miller

_

_

_

_
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Badminton Fans SC Lettermen
Playoff For Positions Play Old Game Receive Awards

CHIEFTAIN CHATTER College Racquetmen Begin
By Bill Bates

With the comparatively poor showing of the Seattle
enough, badminton,
Strangely
Rainier's in the opening series in the Queen City, the
sports letters will which
that
announcement
minor
With
the
many
of us is a comto
grandstand managers are beginning to rumble and rant
year, the S. C. racquet en- paratively new game, has been
for
tennis
this
be
awarded
rapidly
befor the neck of Manager Jack Lelivelt. It is
are looking forward to an exciting season. Dur- played in England since 1873, and
coming apparent that the Seattle ball fans, althougrl will- thusiastsweek',
the play-off for team positions was started before that in India. Its name was
ing the
ing to support team, must support a winning club
In the preliminary bracket we
taken from that of a village in
A resume of the last few managers of the newly named find Charlie West opposing JEngland. The BadGloucestershire,
just
pleased
can't be
Rainiers shows that the fans
Ryan; Lou Sauvain playing Martlnminton Association in England was
George Burns was a fighter he was fired ; Dutch Reuther Costello; Bud Bader and T. Wilson;
History
founded in 1895 and a code of rules
was a soft spoken, calculating manager and a smart ball Mike Siemion and 'Lefty" Bates;
drafted. These rules apply to the
player with very little color the axe fell on him ;Spencer Bill Marx and Bill Storey. Joe
game as played today in America
Abbott was an arm-waver and hair-tearer-outer the fans Phillips drew a first round bye. It
sophomores and other countries where the
If
Sutherland's
Jack
friendly
scalp
Johnny
;
Bassler
was
a
cuss
soon lifted his
Is the plan of Bill Marx, team
to say about it Ford- game is played.
and a real ball player disorganized club lost under him manager, to hold this preliminary have anything Pittsburgh
a mighty
The badminton club at school
ham
will
find
managers.
of
all
Seattle
Now
we
way
and he went the
in order to seed the men unfriendly city next grid season. has some twelve members who are
round
have Jack Lelivelt, a never-say-die type of ball player who for their positions. Following the
mentor
the game with much enplays hunches and has a formerly lethargic ball club initial round the five men in the A conservative high schoolPanther following They
that
the
thusiasm.
are at present playreports
from
Pa.
Well,
hustling all the time and the fans are "agin" him.
lower bracket have the reserved mentor had the best frosh football ing in the court at the X of C hall
that's Seattle, but to this writer's mmd you must be right of challenging the winners
history last fall.
where an intra-club tournament is
good to get the likes of Big Mike Hunt racing around left for their positions. These second team in Its
Goldberg moved over to scheduled to start this week. Those
With
balls
in
manner
zephyr
pulling
fly
field like a
and
in
a
round matches should decide the
and Stebbins at starting in the preliminaries are
For my money the members of the team in time for fullback, Caasiano
tht makes Bill Lawrence envious
the halves and Chlckerneo, quarter- Robert Simmons, Tom West, Doug
present Seattle leader is as good as any manager in the the P. L. C. invasion of May 3
Panthers will have Murray, Jim Flajoe, Charles West,
back,
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Pitt Eleven Best
In Grid
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Tips of the Week

one of the best backfields in footMike Siemion, Lou Sauvain, Bud ball history. Also plenty of capable
Bader to be seeded one, two three reserves and upcoming Pitt Frosh
Joe Phillips bouncing into on hand to fill jobs left by DalleBill Tezze, Matisi, Delich, Hensley,
shape watch this boy
Bates a cinch to cop the S. C. Adams and Souchak.
. Bill
"wrong-armed" tourney
swings from the port side
a
very interesting doubles arrangeWICHITA, KAN.— (ACP)
One
ment would be the Mary Buchanan, course
the everyday curricula of
in
Jeanne Ryan combination opposing
college students that is not negRosanne Flynn and Virginia Welp- lected is sleep and the average
ton . Sure cure for Spring fever
collegian sleeps 56 hours every
take one "cannon-ball" serve week.
dished-up by Sauvain on the noggin.

Thumbnail Sketch
A senior 5 ft. Bin. in height, 164 lbs, likable chap
a two-stripe letterman
he is a B.A. (Big Apple) major
—
his
in basketball and a dynamiting ping-pong player
hobby is crooning would make anyone's track team
has a greeting for one
one of the school's fastest men
known as
and all
an all-around good fellow
"squeaky" or "Harpo" you all know him Bob Masenga.
—
After much stalling around and passing of buck, it
has again been brought to my attention that the college
is without an indoor league. Altho very scant attention
—
was given former announcements concerning a kitty-ball
league we'll try again to get one started. For that purpose —
it is our hope that the presidents of each class, (or a
the
"The tabulation showed,"
representative) will see this writer at 10 o'clock Monday
survey report said, "that the perin the Spectator room. We tried to start a free-lance league
sons working the most hours stufashioned after the Lunch Bucket basketball conference
dies the most. One student who
but there were only three captains, so we'll attempt an
works 50 hours in a local dry goods
tourney.
Rivalry should be greater and competiinter-class
By Bud Bartholmey
tion keener under this plan, and with any kind of coopera- From the Saint Mary's Collegian store spends 26 hours in studing.
tion from the class prexies, we'll promise an opening day it is reported that tennis is in full On the other hand a girl sleeping
60 hours, does no outside work and
not later than next Thursday.
sway. Though they suffered defeat
To our mind, this league should form itself but since in the hands of San Francisco studies but 10 hours."
some kind of organization is needed, we'll take it upon State in their first matches, a few Another conclusion drawn from
stuourselves to furnish same. Let's get going on that tourna- veterans and some coming stars the compilation was that the
dent who sleeps the least spends
ment right away.
promise a good season
The
Once again all class presidents see this writer at ace hockey team from Loyola Uni- the most time studying.
10 o'clock Monday in the Spectator room and we'll talk versity is expected to meet that
(ACP)— Football
OBERLJ.N, O.
it over and draw up a schedule.
great ice sextet from Gonzaga next
colleges is far from
for
the
small
Splinters from the Press Box
season
. . It's too bad they
Your columnist has a stooge in the East, and from couldn't meet this year to settle a profitable sport, Oberlin College's
that section we find many interesting sport briefs con- a few disputes . . Catholic U. Pres. Ernest H. Wilkkins reports
cerning Notre Dame the big brother of all Catholic col- has dropped baseball from its list after a coast-to-coast survey of the
leges in the U. S.
We find that the Irish golf team, of sports. The reason was, lack >f financing of the gridiron sport.
year's
runner-up
last
to the National Intercollegiatecham- interest on the part of students. Quoting figures that deny the
pionship, is rated as sure first place this year
And However, all students have awak- fact that "football supports the
game
Spring
there is the famous
at Notre Dame ened and are preparing a petition rest of the athletic program," Pres.
football
Wilkins states that in the 22 colon April 30th between this year's varsity and next year's to restore the national pastime
first-stringers always a real battle
An interesting The first Annual Tidewater Swim- leges he surveyed an average deand humorous brief tells us that T. Ennis is the coach at ming Championship, sponsored by ficit of $1,743 resulted from last
West Virginia University of tennis
Word comes West the Central YMCA and the College year's football schedule.
that the Navy crew is out gunning for the U. of W. sweep- of William and Mary will be held Total receipts ranged from $2,sters on the Hudson this year the only comment Icould early in May. It is an invitational 660 to $16,213, he reported, but
make would be "Clear the deck, Navy and unlimber meet and many of the major east- expenditures ranged from $3,829 to
a
the 16 inchers, you'll have to blow those Huskies out of ern colleges and YMCA's have $18,050. Just two of the 22 show
surplus at the end of the season,
the rievr to beat them
Texas Christian University has received their invitations
and one of these was for only $79.
not lost a football game on its home gridiron since 1935
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THAT QUAJNT LITTLE FRAME
i T SEE
BUILDING? IT ISONEOF THE OLD-
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EST SCHOOLHOUSES INTHE UNITED
STATES. INSIDE ARE WAX FIGURES

THE SCHOOLMASTER WUGHT CLASSES
\ RIGHT
HEBEWHERE HELIVEP— ANP-*
yOUGfcMSEE

I

WHERE A LAPGESUPPLYOF TOBACCOW& KEPT ON r^
HAND
. ..
.^

IGUESS WE PtPE-SVOKERS CAKJ ALL. )
f WELL,
UKiDERSTAND THATPRECAUTION. I'D S

Sooner or later, all the boys end
up at S. T. Tom West, the boy
from Tacoma, has been spending
a great deal of time at St. Teresa's. In lieu (or is it Lv?) of this
fact we must recommend Tom for
a position on the staff of the S.
T. club .
And Jack Miller too.
The Star Chieftain Cager seema to
be treading the path from the
Guest House, Moran and more, (get
it?) Odea, Odea
A minor
catastrophe overtook Paul Narlgi,
when Mart Sloane slipped silently
up behind him in the library and
gently but forcefully drew his chair
out from under him. Mr. Carroll
might comment
Jits and Jots:
Lou Souvain in a mixup of girls,
dances and dates
Richards and
Lenihan off with the old and on
Bunny Miller,
with the new
being very concerned over a letter
Vi Dowd and Betty McPhee
in Pat's . . " Helen McLendon being assured by an amiable prof
that the "angels looked just like
Incidentally, we understand
her"
that Helen enjoys a pipe of toBob Costie
bacco now and then
studying, (there must be something
underhanded about this, it's a bad
precedent for any college stude to
start.)
At "Smilin' Trough" rehearsals; Jim Scanlon and Betty
Williams practicing a little ju-jitsu
between acts , Chuck Bras giving everybody the hook
And
a note to Johnny Power: The dark
girl in the black suit is Iris Ixigan
The story goes that Bud
Bartholmey and Bill Thoreson attempted to perpetrate a hoax on
an innocent, unsuspecting receptionist at KOMO. The boys walked
anxiously up and down the recep-
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CERTAINLY HATE TORUNOUT OF MILD, j
TAS7V PRINCE ALEERT. WOULDNT >OU?
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TASTY PRINCE ALBERT— WELL VOUVE COT SOMETHERE! AND FIFTY DELIGHTFUL PIPEFULS IN i
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SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULSof Prince Albert. If you
don't findit the melloweit, Uitiest pipe tobacco you
ever amoked, return the pocket tin with lbs rest oF
the tobacco in it to u> at any time within a month
from thia date,and we willrefund full purchaseprice,
plua po.l.ye. ( Signtdt R. J.Reynold.Tobacco Co.,
Winaton-Salem, North Carolina
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Paradise Tryouts
For Skimen
The Seattle Ski club meets today
at 10 o'clock to wind up details for
their big week-end trip to Paradise valley. The dates of the excursion are Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, May 13, 14, and 15.
Club prexy, Bob Hiltenbrand,
wishes to emphasize the fact that
there must be at least thirty skiers
going. He invites all college students and their friends. But he declares that the full quota must be
signed by Monday, May 2, or, it
will be necessary to bring ia outsiders. Total expenses, excluding
meals, amount to $4.50, $3.00 for
the bus trip and $1.50 for two
night's lodging.
Any club officer will receive applications for places on the trip.
Officers are Bob Hiltenbrand, Betty
Williams,

ball with Pacific Fruit; Jack Miller,
small fighting forward from Yakima (that spot on the map); his
lanky roommate, Ed McNiece
and Lou Souvain who is at present devoting most of his time to
the tennis courts.

A sweater also has been awarded
Ed "Doc" Sweitzer, veteran manager whose excellent work has
been appreciated by all those who
turned out.

With Phillips the only graduating senior, next season looms very
successful if all the players return.
Other squad members who will be
back next year include: Jim Walsh,
Eldon Styer, Bob Deschamps and
Bill Bates.

—

—

(ACP)
CHICAGO, ILL,.
"Racehorse" basketball, as played
on college and university courts
during the past season, will be
slowed up when the hoopsters resume play next winter.
At its meeting here a few weeks
ago, the National Association of
Basketball Coaches applied two
brakes to the game: they increased
the number of time-out periods to
five and provided for optional use
four ten-minute quarters instead of
the usual twenty-minute halves.
The group also approved the use
of a four-foot instead of two-foot
out-of-bounds margin behind the
backboards and barred the making
of substitutions after a goal is
made until the ball is back in

play.

The Sporting Thing

mA.a,iiaW^
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THISWAS THE SCHOOLMASTER'S CHAIR. NOTICE THE TWO
PIPESCARVED INTHEBACK,AND THEBOX AT THE TOP

With the basketball season all
but forgotten, there remains only
the awarding of the sweaters to
this year's varsity letter winners.
At the recent lettermen's banquet
Coat Sweater for Phillips
To Captain Joe Phillips goes a
coat sweater with four stripes.
Phillips is also the winner of the
inspirational cup and, as a maple
court hoopster he will be long remembered among Seattle colleg-

The only three-stripe award goes
to Fred Conyne, red headed sharp
shooter who is next year's probable choice for captain. Fred was
somewhat handicapped this year
with a bad ankle but he should be
in great shape for next hoop season.
Two stripe awards go to those
Don West, Jim Dawson, Morris lanky pair of sophomores, Johnny
Sullivan, Bud Bader, Bob ErnsDowns and Don Sheehan. Much
dorff and Ernie Tardif.
is expected of these two men next
year
With the start gained this
year.
under the able direction of Mr.
Four Win First Stripe
Walterskirchen the fellows feel that One stripe sweater earners innext year they will be able to make clude Joe Merrick, high scoring
real progress in the sport.
freshman who is now playingbase-

and Fred Sexton.
In a further statement to the
press, Bob said, "This week-end
trip is a fitting climax to a successful season of skiing here at Seattle
college. We are offering it at the
request of many who enjoyed our
first big excursion to Stampede
pass. Conditions are still grand at
Paradise valley, and we are hoping
for a big crowd to enjoy them."
Ski club emblems to wear on the
trip and after may now be procured
high
Deficits revealed were as
as
from Fred Sexton. They are beau$5,530.
tifully designed and cost but little.
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From Coach
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tion room waiting for the girl to
come out, plan for dialogue going
thusly: Receptionist: "Can Ido
anything for You??" Bud: "I can't
stand this horrible suspense any
longer." Receptionist: "Why, sir,
what do you mean?" Bud: "Isn't
this the maternity ward?" (Then
everyone was supposed to go into
paroxysm of laughter.) Unfortunately the receptionist never did
come out, and the villains, foiled
again, crept silently, (mentally
cursing, nevertheless) away
.Ed
McNeice just popped in, out of
breath, and requesting a favor. It
seems that Ed was too busy to
write home this week, so here it
is, all you folks in Yakima sit up

..

and

take notice! "Hi, Dad— Hi,

..

Kay— Hi, Marge— Hi, Sis."— EM.
Excerpt from "Dopey Joe's" Diary:
Up at eight, just making it to
school in time to skip my nine
o'clock class. Then to the Specta-

tor room to bandy words and such
about a select gathering. Another
class skipped, lunch et., and out for
a few rounds of guff, with Thoreson, Power, Kelly and Storey. Score
198 (nine holes). Home to dinner,
and then a little diversion at a
local tavern (three cokes and a
milkshake.) Home and to bed
From ACP dispatches we hear
that Joe College is changing his
name to Johnny Stage-Door. The
Messers. Shubert, who make a business of producing Broadway shows
and who always have an eye, or
maybe it's an ear, cocked for publicity, have organized a college date
bureau for the shapely chorines in
their "Hooray for What" musical.
If you're in the vicinity of New
York some week-end and want
to squire one of the Schubert las-

.. .

sies about town all you gotta do
is write beforehand to the show's
college date bureau, answer a rathed inane questionnaire giving more
info that the registrar requires, including how much money you're
prepared to spend and what you
expect to do on the date, giving
three character references and have
your application okehed by your
dean. Then your application is first
considered, 'n' if one of the gals
hasn't anything else to do and
feels like doin' the Shag, she accepts the date. Seems to us, it's
easier to get a job, even in these
times
Now that elections are
drawing nigh, a little political gossip will be apropos. Rumor hath it
that Jim Scanlon and Fred Conyne
will run for president. That in itself, is more than a rumor, but the
following is what gives rise to
pleasant conjecture. Bob Masenga
of a prominent "Social Group,"
has given his support to Mr. Scanlon's candidacy, and if you think
long enough, you will remember
that Mr. Conyne is also a member
of that prominent "group." What's
it all about, boys? We believe in tho
secret ballot, and state no preference for the office here, but this
little paragraph should furnish food
for thought. This may be cut by
the censor before It reaches you,
but if not, ruminate, friends, ruminate
Incidentally ,all this, and
the fact that Miss Rosanne Flynn
is running for the office of secretary, may have something to do
with the fact that one of the presidential candidates has approached
this writer in regard to running
for the secretarial post . . Odi
profanum et arced, but Istill write
it.
Al MacDonald.

.. .

...

..
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Kelly Kapers

"Giris Attend
College To

Student
Prints

Marry," Lenihan

it means. Some of the gals might
be interested to know that his
favorite song is "I've Always Been
a Woman-Hater," and he Imsn'l
met the exceptional "you" yet.
At a recent meeting of ihe Drama
Barbara Payette came to school Guild it was decided to sponsor a
the other day wearing a plain hat dancing party of a real informal
and created a sensation . .And nature. If present plans work out
if you don't think the bare-legged the party will be held May 26.
fad recently taken up by the coeds
Refreshments will be siTved and
Is appreciated, just ask the papas popular dance music will be ofwho have to buy the stockings
fered. Co-chairmen appointed by
At the Spring Informal: Ted Terry President Don Larson tor the afand Lou Regimbal amused the fair are Fred Conyne and Frank
spectators with a bit of an adagio Elliott.
number-no causualties were reported
Chuck Weil, the blushing dramatist, made his dancing
debut with his siter, Rosemary.
Chuck has this much to say for
Janet Granger she dodged his
dainty gun-boats very effectively.
The dance had a good effect on
him anyway he can't wait for the
formal
Explaining the perplexed look on the otherwise serene
countenance of Frank Elliott he's
still trying to figure out what supported the gown of Tommy Thomas'
vocalist. That has us all wondering,
Frank
As we arrived at Club
Maynard after the dance, which
was well-cluttered up with college
boys and girls, the universal lamentation seemed to be that we had
just missed seeing the dancer. I
knew we shouldn't have wasted so
much time at Club Cotton.

(Continued

Emmet Lcnihan brought women
students yelling for the floor when
he asserted In the sodality meeting held Tuesday, April 26, that
women go to college to pursue husbands and not to pursue learning.
Jane Doherty then began a defense
tirade which brought blushes even
to Lenlhan's face. She said that
most college men have little money
with which to support a wife and
that they show little promise of
reaping a substantial salary for
years to come after graduation. Besides, she remarked, it would be
foolish for any girl to spend large
sums of money for a college education in pursuing husbands when
she could enter the business world
and much more cheaply vamp an
eligible bachelor who had a very
lucrative position. She insisted that
a career was the primary purpose
of a woman's desire for a college
education. Her argument was bolstered by the speeches of several
other women students.
At the same meeting discussion
was opened as to whether people
are ashamed of being good. This
idea was immediately pooh-poohed
because it was argued that those
who work hard enough to be good
wouldn't be ashamed of their work.
Tom Delaney gave a talk on the
meditations on the Rosary.
Plans were considered for ways
of drawing new students here next
year. Some said the religious aspect
of Catholic education should be
stressed, others the social life, the
low expenses, low tuition, philosophy courses, and the smallness of
the school.
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CAREER
in Search of Men
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Statistics show a decrease
| of 10% among practicing
I dentists in recent years
while the number of pro| fessional men in other
! fields has increased. This
I can largely be attributed
i to advanced standards in
dental schools.
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Marquette University onnually receives the highest
rating A from the Dental
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Mr. Bras, director of the play,
remarked in an exclusive interview to the Spectator, "I sincerely believe this Is by far the
best production the college has
ever put on. From the stand-point
of both story and portrayal, "Smllin'
Through" surpasses all our previous
efforts."
The story is an old one. But it
has come down through the years
fresh and 'ever new as It's theme
the undying love of a man for a
woman. Staged many times, it has
become a tradition in the theatre.
Actors love "Smllin' Through" and
will always continue to play it to
audiences that appreciatively laugh
and cry.
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A COLLEGE PLAY FOR COLLEGE STUUDENTS

PROVIDENCE AUDITORIUM
25c and 50c

A COLLEGE PLAY FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
«

May 5 and 6

Providence Auditorium
25c and 50c
Do Your Share of Ticket Selling!

Student Observer
(Continued

from page

two)

emergency measures. Now, howan emergency but a definite change,
and one which calls for a definite
program.
In choosing a definite program
we must first of all reject both
communism and fascism as possible
solutions, for both proceed from
the same false principle, that in
order to benefit society by making
the economic structure workable,
it is necessary and desirable to
completely subject the individual
to the power of the state. Fascism
attempts to guarantee the future
by freezing to the past, while communism hopes that out of barbarism will come some sort of Utopia.
Whatever the plan, it is certain
that just as it was impossible to
revive a decaying feudalism when
its foundation had rotted away,
likewise it will be impossible to
revive the old and now decadent
capitalism as we have known it.
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preview coast-to-coast broadcast

from New York '39 World'sFair
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"Rhapsody in 81ue". thousands
of happy dancers
a blaze of
flags and costumes of
color
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Religious Articles . .

I

Chesterfield and
Paul Whiteman bring you

Mi

i

Light up your Chesterfield and

Catholic Literature

The close relationship of the
Dental and Medical Schools

CARDS

ROSARIES

PICTURES

When it's Swingtime at this great
opening ball it'll be Chesterfield

Kaufer Catholic Supply Co.
1904 Fourth

Aye.

MAin 4173

SAVE PENNIES

■

; For complete information
I concerning opportunities in
I dentistry, write to the Secretary, Marquette University

'Smilin' Thru'

(Continued from Page One)
Seen through a keyhole: the most
late— for Moonyean had leaped in
cool, unemotional student seen so
front of her bridegroom and taken
far, Bob Ernadorff. A slight peek
the fatal bullet. She dies in a never
through that infamous aperture to be forgotten scene of tender farenatural to the genus of doors re- well.
John, broken up with emotion,
vealed this solitary, stolid figure
here stops his tale. But Kathleen,
studying amid the seemingly pleasalthough deeply sympathetic, still
ant surroundings of bodies, stiffs, retains her love for Kenneth. Dr.
cadavers, corpses, call them what Harding sides with her, and the
you like but they are still cold curtain goes down to leave John
bitter and alone.
and gruesome. Very composed, Bob
The third act brings the story to
paged on through his books.
a happy and lovely concision. The
lights are lit and the crowd begins
to leave the theatre.
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recognized in all states.

Dental School, Milwaukee,
: Wisconsin.

from
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; Entrance requirements: Two :
; years in a recognizedCollege ■
| of Liberal Arts with satisj factory credits in biology,
chemistry, and physics.
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Marquette University is
l^V. I at
an advantage to students.
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Educational Council of
j America. The diploma is ;
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PAT'S BARBEQUE

Breakfast Lunches Dinner
Beer and Wine
P. J. Gallagher
1118 12th Ava.

FRANK M. PETSCHL
QUALITY MEATS
Security Market
We Specialize In Initiations *nd
Restaurants
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TYPEWRITERS
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T. H. BERGLUND
Near Marlon

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
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